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Abstract
Transferring learnt options in hierarchical RL can yield poor performance when
they are even slightly misaligned to the new task. This paper introduces soft
option transfer: the given options are treated as a prior to learn task-specific option
posteriors. This combines the fast exploration of transferred options with the
flexibility to adjust them if need be. We investigate our approach in the taxi domain
with varying option applicability and exploration complexity. The experiments
demonstrate a clear advantage over flat policies and ‘hard’ options augmented with
primitive actions.
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Introduction

Most RL methods train an agent from scratch, even when experiences from similar tasks are readily
available. This is in stark contrast to humans, who easily transfer skills across tasks, domains, and
contexts.
One popular approach to transfer knowledge in RL (see e.g. Dietterich, 2000; Barreto et al., 2017,
for others), is the options framework (Sutton et al., 1999). Options are temporally extended actions
that can be learnt and transferred to new tasks. While learning a set of options can greatly improve
exploration for new tasks, and thereby speed up learning (Sutton et al., 1999), there are currently
no flexible methods for reusing learnt options. In most existing work, the learnt options are fixed
and only a new master policy over options is learnt for the new task. This is severely restrictive:
if the options are even slightly misaligned, it may not be possible to represent a high performing
policy. Furthermore, previous work (Jong et al., 2008) has shown, and we confirm their results, that
augmenting options with atomic actions to overcome this restrictiveness can hurt exploration. Using
a set of fixed options can therefore accelerate learning, but also limit the range of tasks where optimal
performance can be achieved.
Recently, Igl et al. (2019) formulated options using the RL as Inference framework (Levine, 2018)
in multi-task settings. This allows learning of “soft options” for each task, which are regularized
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against a shared option prior. This method learns options that are a useful prior for a range of tasks,
but each task can adjust them freely if need be. Based on this idea, this paper investigates soft option
transfer, a new method to solve RL tasks with given options, even if these options cannot initially
represent a high performing policy. We treat the given options as a fixed prior and learn another
set of posterior options that may deviate from them, if it results in higher expected return for the
new task. We demonstrate that this method allows a more flexible reuse of options to speed up
learning. Furthermore, we provide additional insights into the more fundamental question of when
knowledge transfer can be expected to be advantageous. In particular, we investigate the impact of
task-difference (i.e., misspecification of options) and exploration complexity.
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Related Work

A variety of approaches have been proposed that use a hierarchical composition of skills (Sutton et al.,
1999; McGovern and Barto, 2001; Gregor et al., 2016; Eysenbach et al., 2019; Vezhnevets et al.,
2017; Nachum et al., 2018; Dayan and Hinton, 1993; Bacon et al., 2017; Thrun and Schwartz, 1995).
However, using skills in a transfer setting has been investigated significantly less often, especially
in settings where environmental changes lead to a misspecification of the previously obtained skills.
We argue that this is the more relevant scenario as behaviors rarely translate exactly from one task
to another. One approach to adapt to changing requirements is to allow the skills to be modified
by a higher-level controller (Schaul et al., 2015; Heess et al., 2016; Haarnoja et al., 2018). This
restores the required flexibility of skills but might not guide exploration sufficiently to overcome
hard exploration tasks. Lastly, some recent works have explored the RL as Inference framework for
transfer. Goyal et al. (2019) uses the regularization cost to identify decision states while Tirumala
et al. (2019) also investigates settings in which the task remains the same while the physical body
of the agent changes. Contrary to our work in which we transfer the learnt skills, they transfer the
master policy while re-learning the lower-level skill.
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Background and Methodology

This paper follows the formalism of Igl et al. (2019) to transfer misspecified options. We consider
several tasks i ∈ T drawn from a task distribution with ξ(i), each described as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP) hSi , Ai , ρi , Pi , ri i. To simplify transfer, all tasks share a state space Si := S and action
space Ai := A, but can have distinct initial state distributions ρi , transition dynamics Pi (st+1 |st , at )
and rewardPfunctions ri (st , at ). The goal is to maximize the expected discounted sum of rewards
∞
J := Eπθ [ t=0 γ t rt ], optimized w.r.t. the parameters θ of the agent’s hierarchical policy πθ .
In the options framework (Sutton et al., 1999), an option o consists of an initiation set Io ⊆ S, intraoption policy pL , and termination policy pT . We assume for simplicity Io := S, ∀o ∈ O, and that all
options share parameters by conditioning both policies on the executed option ot . The intra-option
policy pL(at |st , ot ) is therefore executed until a terminal state st with bt = 1, bt ∼ pT(bt |st , ot−1 ) is
reached. After termination of the previous option, the master policy πθH(ot |st ) chooses a new option.
MSOL (Igl et al., 2019) employs the RL as Inference framework (Todorov, 2008; Toussaint, 2009;
Kappen et al., 2012; Levine, 2018) to simultaneously solve multiple tasks. Each task optimizes its own
soft options hπθL(at |st , ot ), πθT(bt |st , ot−1 )i, which are regularized (with parameter β) to resemble a
common option prior hpL(at |st , ot ), pT(bt |st , ot−1 )i. The loss for episode {st , bt , ot , at , rt }Tt=1 is:
h
 T
i
H
T
P
π (b |s ,ot−1 ) bt πθ (ot |st )+(1−bt )δot ot−1 πθL(at |st ,ot )
.
(1)
L(θ) := − Eπθ rt − β ln pTθ (btt|stt,ot−1
bt /|O|+(1−bt )δo o
)
pL(at |st ,ot )
t t−1

t=1

After training both the posterior of each task and the parameterized prior over all tasks, MSOL
transfers the learnt options to new tasks from T . In the test task, MSOL trains the master policy,
which is initialized randomly, and the posterior, which is initialized with the parameters of the prior,
with the same loss while keeps the prior fixed.
This paper investigates what happens when the test task is not from T and the learnt options are ill
equipped to solve it. In principle, any set of options could be used as a prior, including hand-crafted
options and those learnt by other methods like option-critic (Bacon et al., 2017). However, for
the sake of simplicity we train the transferred options with MSOL, and leave a transfer from other
methods for future work. The option priors trained on T can be misspecified for a new task i ∈
/T
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(a) 8x8
original

(b) 8x8
modified

(c) 8x8 furthermodified

(d) 10x10
original

(e) 10x10
modified

(f) 10x10 furthermodified

Figure 1: Taxi environments with different dimensions and potential pickup/dropoff locations.
Options are learnt in the original domain (a+d) and transferred to tasks with modified (b+e) or furthermodified (c+f) pickup/dropoff locations. Larger grid dimensions (d-f) require more exploration.

and we investigate how well the posterior of the learnt soft-options in MSOL can compensate for that
misspecification.
We observe empirically that options learnt end-to-end are often almost deterministic, which results
in poor exploration for even slightly different tasks. To address this, we propose to increase the
stochasticity of the given options, for example, by increasing the softmax temperatures in the given
options’ policies pT and pL over discrete action spaces.
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Experiments

In the following, we compare soft option transfer against two sets of baselines. First, we have two
‘hard’ option transfer agents that freeze the options before transfer and only learn a new master
policy over them. In one of them, the set of options is augmented by primitive options, i.e., atomic
actions, which in principle allows it to express any policy and therefore removes the limitation
on the representational capacity of the hierarchical policy. However, we show that under option
misspecification, soft options easily outperform both baselines. This confirms previous results
showing that augmenting the action space of an agent with hard options can hurt exploration (Jong
et al., 2008).
The second set of baselines addresses the more general question: In which settings does option
transfer benefit exploration and learning? To do so, we compare against two flat A2C agents that do
not reuse options, one of which is trained from scratch and another transfers an ‘encoder’: the first 3
layers of an A2C agent solving the tasks in the original environments.
We conduct experiments in the Taxi domain motivated by Dietterich (2000) and Igl et al. (2019). Each
environment is a grid world with obstacles and four potential locations for the pickup and dropoff of
a passenger (see Figure 1). A task in an environment is defined as a combination of distinct pickup
and dropoff locations, which yields 12 tasks in each environment. To gain reward, the agent needs
to first move to the pickup location, execute a special pickup/dropoff action, move to the dropoff
location and execute the same action again, which ends the episode. We use 4 options that are learnt
from the 12 tasks of the 8x8 or 10x10 original environments (Figures 1a and 1d) by MSOL (Igl et al.,
2019). Note that, to ensure generality of options, task-relevant information is withheld from them,
similar to previous work, for example, (Galashov et al., 2018).
To evaluate the utility of (soft) option transfer in different settings, we vary the environment in two
ways: how misspecified the learnt options are and how difficult the exploration is. To induce misspecification, we shift the pickup and dropoff locations by one grid cell, called modified environment
(Figures 1b and 1e) or two grid cells, called further modified (Figures 1c and 1f). The difficulty
of exploration is determined by the size of the grid, as larger environments (Figures 1d to 1f) are
considerably harder.
Figure 2a plots the average expected return in the 12 tasks of the 8x8 modified environment. The
hard option transfer agent fails because using the given set of options, the agent is never able to finish
a single task. Interestingly, additional access to atomic actions learns much more slowly than the
agent that is trained from scratch. A similar finding is reported by Jong et al. (2008), who show that
under random exploration, mixing options with atomic actions can hurt performance.
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(a) in the 8x8 modified environment

(b) in the 10x10 modified environment

Figure 2: Performance of soft option transfer and baseline methods in 12 tasks of the modified
environments shown in Figures 1b and 1e. Note that soft option transfer outperforms hard option
transfer significantly. Flat policies solve the task in the smaller environment (left) similarly well,
but soft options have a clear advantage in larger environments (right) when even misaligned options
improve exploration significantly.

Figure 3: Left: Performance of soft option transfer agents trained with various regularization
parameters β. Right: Performance of soft option transfer agents whose option posteriors are initialized
to the same options but are regularized towards option priors that are softened with different softmax
temperatures. Both of the transfer experiments are conducted in the 8x8 modified environments.

Because exploration in tasks of the 8x8 modified environment is not hard enough, transferring a state
representation given by an encoder slightly outperforms soft options. By contrast, for larger grid
sizes, Figure 2b demonstrates that in these tasks soft option transfer learns much faster and achieves
higher performance than all baselines: because the exploration challenge on those tasks is much
harder, even misspecified options accelerate learning as long as they are flexible, i.e., soft.
We also compare the soft option with flat agents in the 8x8 and 10x10 further-modified environments
(Figures 1c and 1f), which are easier to explore, as pickup and dropoff locations are closer to each
other, but the given options are more misspecified (see Figure 4 in the appendix).
The key feature of soft option transfer that enables faster learning is that it uses option priors to
guide the policy search. However, the advantage of this guidance depends on how much it can help
to overcome hard exploration and how much it distracts the agent from finding the optimal policy.
This trade-off is captured by soft options in the temperature parameter β. For example, in the further
misspecified environment (Figure 4), the performance of soft options can be raised by lowering β
compared to the less misspecified setting. To explore this further, in Figure 3a, we compare soft
4

option transfer agents trained with different regularization parameters β. With β = 1.0, the agent
refuses to deviate from the option priors because of the strong regularization and does not learn
anything. With β = 0.0 and β = 0.01, the agents learn much more slowly than the agent with
β = 0.1, due to the lack of guidance to overcome the hard exploration. In all cases, the policies are
initialized to the prior, showing the importance of regularization in addition to initialization.
Lastly, in Figure 3b, we compare soft option transfer agents, where we initialized the posteriors to
the given options softened by the same softmax temperature 3.0, but regularized towards priors with
varying softmax temperatures, which has similar effects to tuning β. The figure shows that even
with the same initial posterior options and the same temperature parameter β = 0.1, the priors have
a large impact. On the one hand, very deterministic option priors, with softmax temperature 1.0,
prevent the agent from exploring sufficiently to find an optimal policy. On the other hand, agents with
large softmax temperatures, like 10.0 and 100.0, learn more slowly because regularizing posterior
options towards prior options that are very stochastic results in the loss of guided exploration. All
other presented results were computed with a softmax temperature of 3.0.
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Appendix

(a) in the 8x8 further-modified environment

(b) in the 10x10 further-modified environment

Figure 4: Performance of soft option transfer and baseline methods in 12 tasks of the further
modified environments shown in Figures 1c and 1f, in which the potential pickup and dropoff
locations are pushed further away from those in the original environments, making the tasks easier for
exploration and learnt options further misspecified in the tasks. Although reducing the strength of KL
regularization can improve the performance of the soft option transfer agents, in these environments
the advantage of reusing misspecified options is lost.
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